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RINITY
Bands Highlight Spring Weekend Success
by Vordo
Contributing Editor
TCAC has outdone itself this
year by producing a show of ex-
empliary entertainment that was
both driving and intelligent. The
bands, The Stompers, Let's Ac-
tive, and Modern English, pro-
vided an ecletic line up that ranged
from a rocking bar band tunes to
progressive dance music stylings.
The opening band, The Stom-
pers, are a Boston bar band who
take their cues from the god of
New Jersey. The music was very
tight R and B, though one wonders
about their originality . . who
cares, they were good! The pianist
and the lead gutarist have to be
commended for their musician-
ship, but their sound really suf-
fered by the fact that they played
while there was sunshine and blue
sky; they should be rightly heard
in a small smokey club, where
there is hardly enough light to read
the drink specials.
Anyway, their best moment was
undoubtly "Tempation," a smoky
blues that was as good as the best
of them. Later, in another song in
which had something to do with
sending the Ceitics to Libya, some-
one leaned over to me and said
"not quite a political conscious-
ness, but an attempt." Well, what
can you do? Dye your hair black,
put on a head band, and party.
After that very appropiate open-
ing act, was the more politically
informed music by Mitch Easter
and his band Let's Active. Let's
Active has just released their sec-
Student Group Pushes for Diversity
by Judy Sandford
Senior Staff Writer
The problem of student diversity
at Trinity is being addressed by a
group of freshmen who believe
there is something very wrong
with Trinity's minority enroll-
ment.
Barbara Scudder leads up the
group who believe that Trinity stu-
dents should play a more active
role in the admissions process.
Scudder believes that involving
Trinity students in recruiting mi-
nority students would be a step in
the right direction. Vice President
Smith said the administration has
already taken steps in this direc-
tion.
By using a desirable student list
which can be bought by colleges
from the Educational Testing Ser-
vice, the administrators of the
SAT's, Scudder believes Trinity
can lure more qualified minority
students. She suggests sending
Dodd to Speak at Graduation
Trinity College will award eight
persons honorary degrees at the
College's 160th Commencement
Sunday, May 25,1986.
•. The name of the recipients were
announced to the faculty today by
the Trinity College President
James F. English, Jr.
Those to be honored are: philos-
opher and author William Barrett
(Doctor of Letters); Constance E.
Clayton, superintendent of schools
of Phiadelphia, PA (Doctor of Hu-
mane Letters); David L. Coffin,
chairman of the Dexter Corpora-
tion, Windsor Locks, CT (Doctor
of Laws); Robert F. Daniell, pres-
ident and chief executive operat-
ing officer, United Technologies
Corporation (Doctor of Laws); The
Honorable Christopher J. Dodd,
United States Senator (CT) (Doc-
tor of Laws); The Rt. Rev. David
E. Johnson '55, Bishop Co-Adjutor
of the Diocese of Massachusetts
(Doctor of Divinity); Ellen Stew-
art, founder and artistic director
of La MaMa Theatre in New York
City (Doctor of Fine Arts); and
Stephen Joel Trachtenberg, presi-
dent of the University of Hartford
(Doctor of Humane Letters).
Senator Dodd will give the Com-
mencement address; Bishop John-
son will speak at the Baccalaureate
service.
. personal letters to those students
in order to gain a response. She
sees the success of the sign-up
sheet on diversity as an indication
of the student body's support of
her efforts.
Vice President Smith was able
to clarify the admissions policy on
diversity. He said the college will
use names from the desirabale stu-
dent list next year in recruiting
procedures. He sees this as a desir-
able way to reach students who
might not otherwise consider Trin-
ity.
It was not possible to buy the list
before, Smith said.
Smith emphasized the need for
students who are calling for more
diversification to make a "per-
sonal effort to interact with the
minority students already on cam-
pus." He also encourages students
who feel they are not supported to
"actively seek out other students
or faculty who share their partic-
ular backround or interest."
"The misunderstanding of for-
eign cultures tends to promote
stress and strain in world affairs,"
Smith said. He also believes diver-
sity in college life might help stu-
dents cope with such future
struggles.
Continued on page 3
ond album, and Big Plans For
Everybody and they are touring a
bit, mostly colleges. Their sound
ranges from funk tinged basslines
to acostic stylings. Mostly known
for their associations to
R.E.M.(Mitch Easter produced
Murmur) Let's Active comes from
the neo-southern rock genre that
is known for powerful distortion
tinged rhythm guitar-line under-
neath all too pretty chiming 12
string guitar leads, but Let's Ac-
tive is not held by that one style,
as eastern, psychedelic, and other
hard rock stylings could be heard,
which especially could be heard in
their final song,"Hush," which was
originally recorded by Deep Pur-
ple.
In talking to Mitch after the
show he told me about his influ-
ences. "When I started playing
there was Hendrix and then there
was Zepplin, and later the Ra-
mones. Now I ignore everybody
and write songs." And his politics.
"Records have to be about some-
thing. . . were just not trying to be
idiots, but I guess we are strange
- left wings, especially in this time
that seems like the fifties. . . its
very conservative." After all he did
start the show, "Welcome to the
peace rally." The music which was
played by the talented Angie Car-
son on keyboards and rhythm gui-
tar, Eric Marshell on drums, and
Dennis Ambrose on bass. The
presentation was tight, even
though Dennis joined the band only
a week ago.
The headliners, Modern English,
finished this fine afternoon of en-
tertainment, with a strong set of
songs from thier new album Start/
Stop and from their older albums.
Modern Engligh has always been
known for their progressive styl-
ings which range from harsh bass-
leaden laments of war, to melodic
and ephemeral ballads, to rowdy
powerpop, the state of their pres-
ent sound. The crowd really re-
sponded to the music, (except for
'the drank people in the back,') es-
pecially their two biggest hits,
"Hands Across the Sea," and "I
Melt With You."
Certain highlights were "Riochet
Days," and "Life in the Glad-
house" which were led by Peter
Nie's insistant bass, and coloured
by Gary McDowell's and Mick Cor-
son's haunting guitar figures. The
other members of the band are Ar-
ron Davidson on keyboards, Roy
Marfon on drums, Steve Tanner
on sax, and of course, Robbie Gray,
singing.
The band has gone through sev-
eral changes since their last al-
bum, and when insistently asked
to play an old song "16 Days,"
Robbie said, "In five years." Mod-
ern English has indeed changed
though the years, their new songs
are not as pretty and melancholic
as their older ones, as new stream-
line pop sound is lacking, (as well
as Robbie's pleading to get people
to buy outrageously priced tee-
shirts.)
Spring weekend was indeed a
success. The music was tasteful
and intelligent without sacrificing
a severe party attitude that Trin-
ity knows all to well. Well done
TCAC, let's do it again next year.
For those who want to party some
more, on Tuesday night in the
Washington Room there will be
five local bands playing, starting
at 7 pm. See page 4 for more de-
tails.
INSIDE:
Spring Weekend
Photo Spread
Sports Wrap-Up
•Rhodes' Column
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NNOUNCEMENTS
Calendar
Today: Friday:
Sonia Johnson, ERA supporter,
excommunicated Mormon, former
presidental candidate, and author
of From Housewife to Heretic,
will be presenting: All on Fire:
Women and the Quest for Justice
at Life Science auditorium, at 8:00
PM. The lecture is being co-spon-
sored by the Trinity Women's Or-
ganization (TWO) and the
Women's Center.
Thursday:
The Women's Center, Dean of
Students Office, and Mather Cam-
pus Center is sponsoring Party On
The Patio, featuring the all-
women rock band No Regrets.
Free food will be provided.The lo-
cation for the event will be the
Cave Patio or the Cave in the event
of rain.
For Your
Information:
The Trinity Library will be spon-
soring a booksale on May 7 through
May 9 in the Library Lobby. For
more information, please call the
library at extension 304.
The Trinity Christian Fellowship
is holding its Annual Yearend Bar-
beque on the Quad at 7:00 PM.. All
1985-86 Fellowship members are
welcome. There is a $5.00 fee for
food. For more information, call
Jeff Beers at 246-4438 or Bill
Pfohel at 246-9043. Come and end
the Fellowship season with a food-
gourging, volleyball-playing good
time!
There will be a Honors Day cer-
emony at 1:30 PM in the Chapel.
There will be a reception following
the ceremony held in the Chapel
Gardens. In the event of rain, the
reception will be held in the Wash-
ington Room.
Personals;
Whit,
O.K., so you are graduating. I've
got a great idea; since they're
making you leave-give us your cot
so you can use it when you come
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Good-bye Jones 2nd floor; it was
a great year.
Your (as always) in control RA's
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Summer Help Wanted
Buildings and Grounds
May 27 — September 1
Ail Kinds of
Jobs Available
Apply B&G Office
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Stezeo
Electronic
1173 Main
Estimates &
Home Pick Up
on your
next equipment
repair!
Suzgeont
Repair Lab
, East Hartford
528-8837
Ail College facilities will be open
for student use until midnight from
Sunday through Thursday nights
and until 1:00 AM Friday and Sat-
urday nights during both Reading
Days and final week. Students are
reminded that attendence in each
facility is limited to 100 people.
A reminder that dormitories of-
ficially close at noon on Thursday,
May 22. The. Department of Build-
ings and Grounds will begin enter-
ing arid clearing, out underclass
rooms at that .time. Graduating
Seniors (only) may remain in their
rooms until noon, May 26th. RAs
will make storage areas accessible
on Saturday and Sunday, May 17th
and 18th, 10:00 AM-6:00 PM.
Denise Rosano; a.Trinity Senior,
will be giving a piano recital on
Monday, May 12, at 8:15 PM in
Garmany Hall. The recital will fea-
ture selections from Brahms and
Beethoven. Denise will be accom-
panied in the performance by her
piano instructor, Naomi Amos.
SPEND THE SUMMER AND/OR
1986-87 SCHOOL YEAR IN
SUNNY SPAIN. Quality Instruc-
tion at Economy Prices: Business
Administration, Hispanic Studies,
Arts and Sciences. GRADUATE
COURSES IN HISPANIC STUD-
IES offered in July. Contact: Ad-
missions, St. Louis University, 221
North Grand Blvd., St. Louis, MO
63103. Tol-free tel.: (800) 325-6666.
PROFESSIONAL
RESUMES
First impressions are so important.
Guarantee yourself the interview
by having a professionally pre-
pared resume.
• Reasonable Rates
• Career Counseling
• 24 Hr. Service Available
• 14 Years of Experience
Full word processing facilities and
your choice of styles.
APS
900 Asylum Avenue
Suite 470
Hartford, CT M l 0 5
(203)547-0431
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Students Take Over Conn
College Admissions Building
by Judy Sandford
Senior Staff Writer
54 Connecticut College students
locked themselves inside the
administration building to protest
the college's policies on minority
students last Thursday, according
to the Hartford Courant. The stu-
dents locked themselves in Fan-
ning Hall at approximately 4:30 a.
m. on Thursday and said they
would stay until officials signed a
written commitment to improve
the quality of life for minority stu-
dents. Protesters claim the quality
has declined since the early 1970's.
Help keep
America
looking
good*
The protest ended after 11 p.m.
when both sid$s agreed to create
an affirmative action policy by the
end of the year by recruiting more
minority faculty and students.
Julie Quinn, college spokes-
woman, said the sit-in went easily
and without hostility.
The agreement called for affir-
mative action to recruit minority
faculty by Dec. 31, sensitivity
workshops for problems of future
minority students, a minor in Afro-
American or African studies in
1988 and five courses in that cate-
gory each semester, increase mi-
nority enrollments by 2% every
two years until the ethnic makeup
is comprable to that of the nation.
A similar protest was held in
1971. Students claimed the inci-
dent was precipitated by "superfi-
cial and inadequate" response
given by the Board of Trustees at
a February meeting. At that meet-
ing, Umoja, a black student orga-
nization, gave a 27 page statement
listing problems and possible solu-
tions.
At least 30 of the students were
white. When staff arrived a 8 a. m.
Inst.
1970
1972
1976
1982
1984
Percentage of
Black
4 yr.
—
3.0
10.3
9.4
_
Trin.
5.8
5.0
3.3
3.3
2.4
Undergraduate
•Hispanic"
4 yr.
Inst. Trin.
3.8 .04
5
4.4 1.2
— 2.4
Enrollment
Asian
4yr.
Inst.
—' ' '
2.7
_.
American
Trm.
.04
1.2
2.4
they ware presented with the de-
mands and the students refused to
leave.
President Oakes received the
eight demands, agreed to negoti-
ate and agreed not to prosecute
the inhabiting students.
The students hung a huge ban-
ner announcing the cause while
they were cheered by 150 other
students at noontime. The stu-
dents sang and read the list of de-
mands to other students.
After a four and a half hour con-
ference, the college's senior staff
issued a written response. The
protesters then made revisions and
agreed to meetings. The Minori-
ties Affairs Committee will moni-
tor the implementation of the
demands.
We feature GM cars
like this Chevy Cavalier.
Students Rate
You're number one with
National! You can rent a car if
you're 18 or older, have a valid
driver's license, current student
I.D. and a cash deposit. Stop by
and fill out a short cash qualifi-
cation form at least 24-hours in
advance.
You pay for gas used and return
car to renting location. Most
major credit cards accepted.
Non-discountable rate applies to Chevy
Cavalier or sirnilar~size car and is subject to
change without notice. Rates slightly lower
for drivers over 25. Specific cars subject to
availability. Certain daily minimum* apply.
Weekend rate available from noon Thursday
to Monday. Call for details.
$ 27!95PER DAYWEEKENDS
100 miles per day included.
Additional mileage 20< per mile.
ii Car Rental
Trinity deserves National attention.®
598 Asylum Ave. (Hartford)
549-5850
up5 O from* 4 . 9 5
Also Available:
C O M P U T E R I Z E D
PHOTOTYPESETT1NG,
COLORED INKS,
TYPING SERVICES &
FINE PAPER WITH
MATCHING ENVELOPES.
1
 Camera Ready, black ink, 20# while band paper, one side.
BUDG1T SPRINTERS
1718 PARK ST., HARTFORD, CT
233-1138
Student Group Pushes
for Admissions Policy
Continued from page 1
He remembers that in the early
seventies approximately 50% of
aid recipients wre minorities, but
this year only 14% of aid recipients
are minorities. They currently re-
ceive 18% of the financial aid funds
available.
Smith admits that the lack of fi-
nancial aid can frequently make a
college inaccessible for some mi-
norities. Statistics show that fi-
nancial aid to the minority
enrollment has been decreasing
steadily since the early 1970's.
William Lewis, a black student
at Trinity, was asked for his
thoughts on the lack of diversity at
Trinity. He said "It wasn't a shock
coming here because my high
school was similar in ethinc
makeup." He went on to say that
minority students who come here
"know what to expect."
"Playing sports has helped me
meet other students here, because
in sports you're just another ath-
lete," Lewis said.
He agrees that a desirable list of
applicants is necessary to attract
more minorities. He encourages
Trinity students to make an effort
to be friendly to potential appli-
cants. Lewis also believes that can-
didates should only be chosen if
they are academically qualified re-
gardless of other factors.
He feels another important fac-
tor in attracting black students
would be to promote the Trinity
Coalition of Blacks or TCB.
"Even though a minority stu-
dent might not use such an orga-
nization," Lewis says, "it is
someplace he can go if he needs
support." He urges the TCB to
continue their efforts to recruit
minority students.
COME CELEBRATE THE
ARRIVAL OF SPRING
THE RITES OF
SPRIMG
EXPERIENCE THE
REBIRTH THAT IS A
TRINITY TRADITION
FRIDAY, MAY 9th
9-1 AM, J83/":
ID REQUIRED
DONIZETTI'S PIZZA
CRUST
1502
BROAD
STREET
246-7209
7 DAYS A WEEK 4:00 P.M. - 2:00 A.M.
SHOULD EXPECT AND WILL RECEIVE
THE FINEST QUALITY EVERY TIME!
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SmCawe's
FREE DELIVERY
SUNDAY - THURSDAY
9:00 P.M. -1 :00 A.M.
We At VICTORIA COME CO.
Thank Our Good Customers at
Trinity College for Your Patronage
Good Luck on Final Exams!
FMEE COFFEE DURING FINALS
May 8 — May 2 2
Please Stop In For A Study Break
Enjoy Your Summer Vacation!!
Just a few blocks from campus at 699 Maple Ave.
Directions: New Britain Ave. East to Webster St.
South to Maple Ave., continue one block south.
699 MAPLE AVENUE
HARTFORD, CT 06114
724-2688
Summer or Fall 1986
Summer 1987
WASHINGTON
OR
LONDON
INTERNSHIPS
SUMMER SESSION ONLY
at Wadham College
of the University of
OXFORD
Accredited course'^igwemment,
economics, journalism and pre-
law by an outstanding faculty.
Ful! Academic Year Programs at
the London School of Economics,
St. Andrews Universities, for
Qualified Juniors and Seniors.
All credits transferred through
Hampden-Sydney College, Virginia
(?oundW({n1776)
to:
Koltek,J.D.
_  Director
h International
•s Center
4 or 0136
VAA)
Self-Storage
• Stor It Yourself « Self-Lock - Ke«p The Key
• Sizes From 5'xS' To 10**30'» Month To Month Rentals
• Fenced, Well Lighted, Electronic Access
« Stor Your Household Goods, Furniture,
Seasonal Equipment, Business Files,
Supplies, Tools, Inventory.
« Resident Manager
STOR-/C
-0112
Located At
,, East Hartford
S8 Off 1-84}
Celebrate Be Kind Ib Animals Week
May 4-10, 1986
Provided by American Humane © 1986 THE WACT DISNEY COMfflNY
Lowest Tire Prices in State
Axel Rod of West Hartford
announces special discounts for
facuity, staff, and students. We
are distributors of Michelin,
Perrelli, Engelbert, General and
Stratton tires.
5% discount(8'CiW seniors)
Applies to all tire purchases and
most services.
Open Mpn.-Sat.
m
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Engineering Courses
Beneficial to Students
by Bill Blank
Special to the Tripod
For a small college, we all know
that Trinity offers a relatively wide
range of courses specializing in the
liberal arts. For years Trinity stu-
dents have been the benefactors of
strong departments in history, po-
litical science, economics, psychol-
ogy, religion, and the arts. The
majority of us, however, remain
ignorant to the benefits offered to
us by our own Hallden Engineer-
ing Laboratory.
Dr. Bronzino, the chairman of
the Engineering Department, de-
fines a "new" liberal arts educa-
tion as one that includes the
traditional liberal arts curriculum
along with courses that enable stu-
dents to understand some of the
basic concepts underlying certain
areas of technological activity.
Members of the Engineering De-
partment offer college courses
such as "Understanding Technol^
ogy" or "Understanding System's
Simulation" designed with the goal
in mind of achieving a "new" lib-
eral arts here ay Trinity.
A segment from Dr. Bronzino's
class description of "Understand-
ing Technology" reads as follows,
"We live in a technological society,
one in which technology has simul-
taneously improved our lives and
created significant problems. The
rapid acceleration of technological
innovation during the past 30 yeai-s
has created a significant 'knowl-
edge gap' between the creators of
these technological devices and the
users or consumers of these prod-
ucts. Since any creation, tool, de-
vice must be understood in order
for it to be properly utilized, it has
become important that the art of
technology be understood not only
by engineers but by humanists as
well."
As the leaders of tomorrow, we
should all strive to lessen our ig-
norance of the vast technological
knowledge around us and close the
afore mentioned 'knowledge gap'
between "creators" and the
"users" (consumers). While enroll-
ing in a class such as "Understand-
ing Technology" or
"Understanding System's Simula-
tion" will not solve the problem, it
would certainly be a step in the
right direction.
Trinity's Department of Engi-
neering also provides more spe-
cific degree programs for the
serious students in engineering
and computer science. The Gen-
eral Engineering major is de-
signed for the individuals
interested in careers in engineer-
ing and management in our indus-
trialized society. The Computer
Coordinate major permits stu-
dents to combine formal study of
computing and mathematics with
courses in a traditional major de-
partment. The Computer Science
major allows students to study the
theoretical basis for the processing
of information using digital com-
puters. And, the Five Year Pro-
gram, leads to a Bachelor of Science
degree from Trinity and a Master
of Science degree from R.P.I,
through the offerings of the Hart-
ford Graduate Center. Thus, Trin-
ity Engineers have the same
number of courses available that
exist at large universities. It is
hoped that Trinity students will
consider these benfits for the fu-
ture course selection here at Trin-
ity.
Unfortunately, the benefits of-
fered to the Trinity College Com-
munity via Hallden remain a deep
dark secret to most students. The
engineers at Trinity are able to
pursue their interests in a highly
technological discipline within a
small liberal arts environment, in
addition to the opportunity to take
courses at the Hartford Graduate
Center. While even the ultra-lib-
eral arts students who shudder at
the sight of numbers have the op-
portunity to examine and discuss
the.social impact of technology by
enrolling in courses which empha-
size the "new" liberal ?"ts.
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Editorial
TRINITY TRIPOD
Let's Active
"When you're active, there is always a risk of a wrong
action. But that is just a risk. When you're not active,
you're always wrong."
These were the words of Steve Minot upon his visit
to Professors Chatfield and Lestz's history class on
Vietnam last week. Minot is a former Trinity English
professor and author who was a leader of the anti-war
movement in the 1960's. He spoke on the mood of
America at the time of the Vietnam War, and the im-
mediate dangers that faced the (then) young men of the
campus. Men and women were going to Vietnam to fight
a war they either did not understand or did not approve
of. But the student movement of that time, even at a
quiescent campus like Trinity, was rallying unprecedented
support. Minot believes since that time, the student
movements have died under the lack of urgency that the
Vietnam War created. Is this really true?
This year, Trinity students were more active, and there
were very positive results. The College's new policy on
divestment and the work of ConnPirg are two examples
of Trinity's success as an active campus. The Tripod,
under the tremendous leadership of Ann Grunbeck and
Bridget McCormack accomplished much more than just
mispellings. The ambitious divestment and radical issues
proved that the paper can act as more than just an
informer, but an educator as well. But this campus is
far from being as active as it should.
For an urban campus, Trinity has done amazingly little
to improve its image within the community. As Mary
Sabatini observed in her letter in last week's issue of
the Tripod, Trinity should "avoid being oblivious to the
situations of others," in particular, the various community
outreach programs are in dire need of assistance. Since
the graduation of John Bonelli last year, community
involvement has faltered. Bonelli was the head of the
whole community outreach program at Trinity. He was
an outstanding exampfe of civic devotion.
By its sheer physical nature, Trinity College has sep-
arated itself from the world beyond its gates. For this
reason alone, students should make a more conserted
effort to become part of this Hartford community,, which
can be easily neglected.
Involvement is not limited to helping the Hartford
community, but to other important issues as well.
The Chernobyl Nuclear disaster served testimony to
the immediate danger that creates a serious threat to
conservatives and liberals alike. It was just one example
of a present-day problem that students should think about
over the summer. Is nuclear power safe enough? Would
you feel comfortable living near a reactor site?
Putting aside schoolwork for a moment, aren't there
issues that you would want to affect? ^ R.
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ETTERS
Fashion Show Article Shoddy
To the Editor:
Two weeks ago in the Arts and
Entertainment section of the Tri-
pod, an article ran under the title
"Modeling at Trinity?: An Intri-
guing Art for Some". I wish to
make a number of corrections to
intercept any misconceptions the
public might develop from reading
the piece: The information given
in the article was incomplete or
faulty, and the overall proofread-
ing was shoddy. Now, you might
say those are some strong fighting
words, and I'll agree wholly be-
cause this is war...the war against
less than careful journalism.
By omitting the most crucial
facts about this entire project, the
author constructed an empty ar-
gument, but one which has already
incurred harmful reprecussions.
" The matter of her article concerns
a couple of ethical questions in re-
porting. If you (as a reporter) are
short on facts due to lack of
sources or time, is it better to give
incomplete or faulty inty informa-
tion, or to keep your mouth shut?
If you are in a position of respon-
sibility, is it permissible to cloud or
omit information in order to sup-
port your own subjectivity?
The article on "Modeling at
Trinity" was guilty of misinfor-
mation and overt subjectivity in all
the wrong places. The author did
happen to mention that the oppor-
tunity was offered to all interested
in the form of a piece of paper
stuffed into every mailbox. No
preference for the more attractive
boxes over the less so, mind you.
After having a good chuckle over
this obviously ridiculous proposal,
the author proceeded to turn over
in the-great-cerebral sphere-of-
those-less-image-conscious the
"who" and "why" of the possibil-
ity. Under the "pretext" of writ-
ing for "the journal which you are
now reading" (you mean she was
writing for some other deeper pur-
pose?), she supposedly investi-
gated and interviewed those
involved with the project.
The author, -I discovered after
my own investigation, actually
spoke to the- recruiters for J.C.
Penney's. The first problem with
this approach is akin to talking to
the "roadies" instead of the per-
formers and agents. The J.C. Pen-
ney's people did not in any way
represent the students or the staff
who brought this whole project
into being; they were just the tech-
nicians. It would have been all well
and good to have written an article
on photography, but four-fifths of
the piece had nothing to do with
the "intriguing art", and was spent
in wallowing around in inane lan-
guage and broad generalizations.
• What do you mean "interesting"?!
What do you mean "intriguing"?!
In answer to her questions as to
the who and why of the modeling
experience at Trinity (answers she
could have found herself if she but
looked a little deeper into the mat-
ter), the "kinds of people here at
Trin-Trin who are interested in
modeling" are engaged in such
pursuits for the same reasons any1
one else is: a little vanity, a little
. greed and what advantages to be
derived from a little publicity, as
well as a few fringe benefits. Let's
talk, can we talk? It's fun to get
dressed up and look okay, you
think Liz Taylor has looked as good
in years? As for the
"why"...frankly, who cares? Trty
from J.C. Penney's is more than
most of us will contribute for many
alumni years. In fact, J.C; Pen-
ney's has donated a considerable
sum of money to the Trinity Child
Care Center and the Student Ac-
tivities Office.
Dean Pulver expended a great
amount of time and effort to se-
cure permission from the adminis-
tration to acquire this fantastic
opportunity to benefit the college
community. The J.C. Penney's
crew was extremely polite and pa-
tient with the relative amateurs
they were working with. Three
men and four women were chosen
to model, and the results will end
up in a "press-kit" of sorts to be
seen in newspapers everywhere
sometime in the summer. The ad-
vertisement is promoting an image
of healthy, happy people in sport-
swear, but. the "All-American"
term will have to be more precisely
defined. Yes, there was a person
of minority status asked to model
(yours truly)...Eie Gads! Four of
the seven students had never been
in front of a camera before other
than for family reunions.
The modeling opportunity was
received with relative enthusiasm
by the students. Over a hundred,
not ten and not fifty students ap-
plied for the chance for some free
publicity and helping a good cause.-
But if. shoddy articles are pub-
lished about such quality efforts,
students will not want to support
them for fear of risking "being la-
beled as someone who thought so
much of themselves as to audi-
tion..." Oh, grow up. If everyone
were to be so skiddish, the Child
Care Center would not be benefit-
ing from their efforts. The student
body has perceived from the arti-
cle on "Modeling at Trinity" that
the scenerio was one of tarnished
Hollywood tinsel, or at best an in-
effectual experiment. That is the
damage done by misinformation or
inadequate reports. The article
should have been published in the
Editorial section or not at all.
Hopefully, all other articles pub-
lished in the Tripod will avoid such
gross journalistic negligence. Most
importantly, I hope the: student
body will continue to support the
efforts of Dean Pulver's office to
benefit the entire Trinity commu-
nity.
M.W.Cheng
Stratakis Praises
Tripod Editorials
To the Tripod:
I would like to commend you for
two excellent editorials in last
week's issue. They were on the
mark in pinpointing blatant exam-
ples of insensitivity and ignorance
recently evident on campus. It is
unfortunate that these are not the
only such incidents at Trinity.
I would like to express my hilar-
ity at the furor regarding William
Mosblech's feature about how the
"Trustees Laugh It Up." The fact
that anyone took that piece seri-
ously indicates that our admissions
policy has slackened significantly.
Yours in press,
John C. Stratakis
editor-in-chiei
The Trinity Observer
Professors Thanked
for Soviet Trip
To Professor Sam Kassow and
Professor Carol Any,
This letter is long overdue but
the students who participated in
this year's trip to the Soviet Union
would like to thank you. Your
"fearless" leadership, assistance,
and planning were crucial to our
experience, and we appreciate
your efforts.
Thanks to you, our Spring Break
was just as enjoyable as a Daytona
Beach vacation, but your guid-
ance, interest, and knowledge
made the trip an invaluable asset
to our education.
We extend our sincere grati-
tude, and we encourage anyone in-
terested in the Soviet Unionto join
future trips for an experience of a
lifetime.
The "students" of Professor
K a S S 0 W
 Spring Term 1986
Student Thanked for Catching Thief
To the Editors: ' ; i : i l
Recently my car stereo was a
victim of thievery. I would like to
take this opportunity to thank and
commend two people. Lisa Ian-
none witnessed the break-in and
reported it to security. Security
Guard Norris, with Lisa's help, was
able to identify and apprehend the
culprit. I encourage the entire col-
lege community to be vigilant in
similar matters. Lisa's efforts will
probably not save me any money
or inconvenience, but it provides
me with some sense of restitution.
Mr. Norris performed admirably,
and was extremely helpful in my
moment of distress. Through the
similar efforts of the entire college
community I hope that you may
nave have to write a "Thank you
letter" of this type.
Philip Duffy
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There is a certain immutable,
though unspoken, law in our soci-
ety that says winners can act like
morons, but losers must be grace-
ful and philosophical.
The best and most obvious man-
ifestation of thiw can be found in
the aftermath of a significant
sporting event. The lucky sports-
caster who enters the winner's
locker room usually gets doused
with champagne, while some par-
ticularly clever athlete makes a
peace sign behind his or her head.
The reward for tolerating such
high jinks is a series of monosylla-
bic, highly inane, quotes. Some ex-
amples.
"We gave a hundred and ten
percent today. We wanted this
one." Does this imply that there
are others that they don't want?
And if so, will there be any cosmic
ramifications?
Or from a more articulate team
member: "You know, we set a goal
for ourselves this season. We
wanted to be number one and we
wouldn't let down until we accom-
plished it." But eventually primal
instincts interpose. "Yeaaaa!
BLOOM
COUNTY
Woooo! We did it! We're number
one!"
Somebody always waxes senti-
mental. "You know, I really love
this bunch of guys. I really do.
These old lunkheads are my fam-
iiy."
But the losers must be calm and
resigned. They must laud the win-
ners and find some kind of justice
in the loss. The situation calls for
dignity, humility, and, most of all,
insincerity.
The sportscasters get caught up
in the pervading atmosphere and
speak in undertones, even whis-
pers, as if they were reporting a
wake.
"The mood here in the loser's
locker room is somber, the still-
ness in the air is deafening. This is
what we in the sports business call
a time for soul searching," he or
she whispers into the microphone.
An exceptionally sweaty athlete
walks slowly to the microphone of-
fered by the interviewer.
"You gotta give 'em credit, they
played a helluva game. They played
better ball than we did, so they
Lizard Laments Meltdown
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by The Lizard
Enough of Moammar Khadafy
for a while, okay? Everybody's at-
tention has shifted to that contro-
versial meltdown situation in the
Soviet Union. The preliminary re-
ports are still coming in, but the
Soviets appear reluctant to admit
somebody screwed up somewhere.
It would've been nice if they had
told somebody earlier instead of
delaying the embarassment. Now
they want everyone's help. All we
can do is stand beside their fire-
fighters and make estimates.
Things like nuclear reactors have
always made me nervous. They're
an example of how modern tech-
nology can bite off more than it
can chew. We're talking about a
fire that gets angrier when you
throw water on it. Does this make
sense? Or how about radiation, the
rebel without a cause? If I got
those radiation dosages, I'd di-
sown every chromosome in my
body. At Jeast I'm able to bitch
about it. I wonder what the birds,
fish and trees have to say. They'd
like to know what the hell hap-
pened, too.
You'd imagine things would get
better as technology gets more so-
phisticated, but the reverse is true.
Is there such a thing as good tech-
nology? Seems to me that too many
high-tech folks are driven by
money and fame — not very lofty
goals. I don't want to see an end
to technology at this point, be-
cause only technology can get us
out of this jam. I'd like to see a
change in purpose, so that we
might leave things a little better
than we found them. Nuclear re-
actors are great from an economic
standpoint, but how do you explain
that to a floating fish?
I kid you not. Every time we dis-
rupt the natural world, we disrupt
the human world too. Take it from
one of your cousins, a lizard: you've
won the evolutionary game; you've
got nothing further to prove. So
settle down for a change. Being
king doesn't mean much if all your
subjects are dead. And we've been
damn good subjects at that.
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won. I wish them luck in the fi-
nals."
But empty praise isn't the only
manure being shoveled. There's al-
ways one guy who insists on spout-
ing' nonsensical philosophy. "They
deserved to win because they put
the ball in the hole more times than
we did. That's the name of the
g'ame. We just didn't execute as
well as they did. That's also the
name of the game." I've never
understood what the hell "exe-
cute" means. I think it's one of
those buzzwords that everyone
uses, but no one understands."
And the worst cliche of all:
"They came to play ball today.
That's why they won." What else
could they have come to play?
Lawn darts? Full contact female
mud wrestling?
Professional athletes are easy
targets for ridicule, I know. Most
of them have been too busy honing
their respective crafts to concern
themselves with such trivialities as
language and logic. But because
they are blessed with the ability to
play some sport particularly well,
they become celebrities. Suddenly,
inexplicably, their every word is a
matter of public interest. They may
possess the intelligence of kitchen
utensils, but if they can nail six-
teen-footers with consistency or hit
a breaking ball, the public expects
them to possess social grace.
But I digress. Back to winning
and losing.
An athlete learns the fine art of
tactful winning and losing at an
early age from his coach. You've
probably met him. He's the guy
who takes the talented, but raw,
"kid" under his wing and teaches
him everything he knows. He
wears a whistle around his neck
and a sweatshirt with "Coach"
printed across the chest. The word
vicarious comes to mind for some
reason.
When a professional athlete tells
a reporter that the other team de-
served to win because they wanted
it more, he's simply regurgitating
terms he's heard a million times
before. After a particularly frus-
trating loss, an athlete may want
to curse the elements for his poor
fortune, but he bites his tongue and
mouths the platitudes the situation
cajlsjor.
This, I think, is unfair. Losing
isn't much fun as is, but losing and
then being required to find justice
in that loss is too much to ask. We
should let losers voice their dis-
pleasure. If the loser feels the
other team is a bunch of cheats, by
George, he should say so. At the
top of his lungs.
If you'll indulge me a brief flight
of fancy, I can imagine a much
more interesting scene in the los-
er's locker room. The interviewer
walks up to some poor slob who
just missed the free throw that
would have tied the game and asks,
"Can you articulate your feelings
right now?" •.. •;-,•
"I sure can," the poaf slob re-.
:
 sponds with gusto. "Rightnbwl'm"••,
hoping that the other -team's $ a | | | |
crashes and everybody'•dtefptiie*
fuse to congratulate them arid* I
refuse to take any of the responsi-
bility for this loss. I'Mame my
teammates, the coach, the assis-
tant coach, the trainer arid, most
of all, the fans. And J blajft^ yW
too, you snivelling weasel! How
dare you ask me such 8*n .asinine
question! Give me hj$Q§|$£rfi
crophone!" A .brief i
in Jriiich the poor
miikophone CJOWJJ
er'cthroat.
dignified,
high, time somebody
crop'hone down a
throat.
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The Party's Over
The Edmonton Oilers, the two-time defending Stanley Cup Champions,
and the Hartford Whalers, an organization mired in futility for years but
rejuvenated this year thanks to the work of general manager Emile
Francis, were both eliminated from the playoffs last week in dramatic,
seventh game, one-goal fashion; two teams with different backgrounds of
success cast in a similar twist of fate. One play, one goal, the difference
between victory and defeat, life and death.
For rookie Oiler defenseman Steve Smith, just getting a chance to log
some meaningful ice time was reward enough, but to play in the Stanley
Cup playoffs, and on his birthday no less, was quite a treat. The seldom
used player was skating for the defending champs and although they had
been extended to seven games by the pesky Calgary Flames, most every-
one felt that Edmonton, playing in its own arena, would emerge from the
series. It had already fought back from a 2-0 defecit to tie it at 2-2 in the
third period and so momentum seemed to be on its side as well, not to
mention the hot play of goalie Grant Fuhr, who was doing an imitation of
a wall that even Rich Little would admire.
Smith picked up a loose puck behind his own goalline, skated around his
net as he must have done a thousand times before, granted under less
pressure, and slapped at the puck in an effort to clear it out of his zone
and the reach of forechecking Lanny McDonald. And that's when disaster
struck. The puck ricocheted off the skate of goalie Fuhr and into the net.
Just like that, the Flames had been given a 3-2 lead and the momentum
taken right out of Edmonton's sails.
The Oilers pressured Calgary's goalie, Mike Vernon, down the stretch
but couldn't notch the equalizer, leaving defenseman Smith with the worst
possible birthday gift, a pair of goat's horns.
The Whalers, the team that had shown so much character, determina-
tion and improvement this season, saw their Cindarella year end most
dramatically the night before, losing 2-1 to Montreal in the seventh game,
in overtime no less. And again, it was a rookie who figured in the story.
Montreal's Claude Lemieux, who had played most of the season in the
minors, had watched Hartford goalie Mike Liut quite intently in the pre-
game warmups. He noticed what he thought was a flaw in the otherwise
tamper proof metal of Mike Liut, namely the goalie's ability to stop high
shots from in close. The rookie stashed that away in his memory bank and
went to a straighter curved stick in the third period to allow him to shoot
higher backhhand shots.
Sure enough, the rookie got his chance in overtime. The Canadiens kept
the puck in the Whaler zone for a good 40 seconds before Lemieux beat
Paul McDermid to the puck behind the Whaler goal, skated in front of
Liut, past fallen defender Tim Bothwell, and lifted a backhand up and
over Liut's glove, underneath the cross bar. One shot, game over. For
Montreal, a new life, for the Whalers, a ride back to Hartford on a
pumpkin. Midnight had struck for the Cindarella Whalers.
Sports View
MARC ESTERMAN
By all accounts, the Oilers are still the best team in hockey, and they
will win the Cup again in the future, but they now have their golf clubs
out. Go figure; a team loses only six games all year at home and then loses
three in one series to Calgary. It's unpredictability that makes sports so
much fun.
As for the Whalers, well they had posted their best NHL record ever,
making the playoffs for the first time in six years. They had beaten the
Nords in three straight to start the playoffs and though no one really
expected the magic to last forever, it sure was nice to dream. "Hell, the
Nords were a better team than Montreal, maybe the Whalers really do
have a shot at the Cup. Especially if Edmonton loses, why then we'd be
right in the thick of it." Isn't that what all Whaler fans told themselves?
Now they're saying this: "Yes, we should be happy that we improved so
dramatically and gee isn't it great we've made it this far in the playoffs
and yeah we've really got something to build on for the future, but damn
it did we have to really lose now, and in overtime no less!!"
No one said sports was fair. But it is moments like Steve Smith's utter
helplessness and the Whalers' bittersweet frustration that makes sports
so interesting, so emotional. Therein rests the beauty of sports and com-
petition; sure there is the great ecstasy of winning and being a hero like
Claude Lemieux, but in defeat and sadness we may still find victory,
though only moral, and true feeling, though tinged with grief. We rejoice
in victory, but we are reminded of our own vulnerability and fragility
when we see a rookie make a crucial error or one shot decide two entire
teams' fates. No, sports isn't fair and things don't always work out the
way we plan it. Ask Steve Smith or any Whaler fan that. But somehow it
all seems to make sense and it's comforting to know that there's always
a next year, a new challenge, another life. A chance for vindication.
Another game.
I leave Trinity College after four years, the last spent as Sports Editor
of this paper, feeling a little like a cross between Claude Lemieux and the
Hartford Whalers. There's excitement and anticipation, but also sadness
that comes with the knowledge that you won't be able to see your friends
every day, score goals in the Weekend Street Hockey League, grab a beer
a watch a game at the View, order a Campus Pizza with friends while
Letterman is on, or play Strat-O-Matic Baseball and Hockey games until
the wee hours of the morning. As Don Meredith once sung, "Turn out the
lights, the party's over." The party may be over, but hopefully, the fun is
just beginning. And there will always be another game.
Dad Vail-Bound
continued from page 12
won, and the men's freshman foui
quickly dispatched of their compe-
tition. The freshman heavies lost a
close one, while the wind forced
the junior varsity lights and the
freshman women to be cancelled
due to bad conditions.
Things look good going into the
Dad Vails. The three varsity crews
are all quick and the boats all stand
a good chance of winning some
points in the traditional season-
ending regatta held in Philadel-
phia.
The women's lacrosse team defeated Middlebury, 16-13, in the NIAC opener. photo by Mark Bridges
Men's Lax Concludes Season
by Tom Swiers
Senior Staff Writer
The Trinity men's lacrosse team
overcame a mid-season slump,
winning its last three games to fin-
ish the season at 6-5.
Since the first quarter of the
Williams game the Bantams have
played consistently, outscoring the
Ephmert 6-5 and, defeating Wes-
leyan, New Haven, and Westfield
State in one-sided games.
Last Wednesday, Trinity trav-
elled to Westfield for the last game
of the year. Westfield had been ex-
pected to provide a good game, but
the Bants crushed Westfield 17-6.
Westfield's supposedly strong, at-
tack never materialized in the face
of the Bantam defense, and de-
spite awful playing conditions
Trinity controlled the game.
Last year the Bantams had been
able to sneak up on many teams,
particularly Amherst. This year
Amherst and others were ready for
Trinity. Trinity will need more
consistently good play next year to
improve. It is interesting to note
that the Bants scored 122 goals
this year to their opponents' 90.
Taking out some of the goals
against M.I.T., Wesleyan, New
Haven, and Westfield, Trinity
played better in the second quarter
of each half against stronger op-
ponents.
With only five players graduat-
ing, the team will be able to do
good things next year. Admit-
tedly, Paul Ferucci will be sorely
missed in goal, as will the experi-
enced backup Steve Swett. The
midfield will lose Ben Rhodes and
Bob St. George, but strong players
such as Chris Smith, Dave Smith,
Pete Voudouris, Mike Dolan, and
John Self will be returning. The
attack will not lose anyone and will
be stronger next year from more
experience. The defense will lose
Pete DePatie, but freshman Rob
McCool and sophomores Ian Beck
and Dixon Waxter will continue to
provide a strong defense. With
more new players coming next
year Trinity should be able to fill
in some of the holes.
Dave Boone led the team with
40 goals and 11 assists. Ed Mey-,
ercord had 17 and nine, and Rob
Beede had 6 goals and led the team
in assists with 19. Chris Smith and
Scott Zoellner led the middies with
20 points apiece, while St.George
(14), Rhodes (11), and Dave Smith
(8) also chipped in.
Next year the Bantams will hope
for better things, and don't be sur-
prised if they get them;
Steinert And Oakley Excel
continued from page 11
Although the final results of the
W.P.I, relays, held on Saturday,
were not available by the time
Trinity left, there were several fine
team performances worthy of
mention.
Obi ran second in the 100 meters
and anchored a 4x100 meter relay
that took third. Greg Hill, who also
ran in this event took second in the
110 meter high hurdles. Avery
Chapman and Mike Doetsch were
the 200 meter runners in the sprint
medley relay that also featured a
400 meter leg by freshman Scott
Isaacs and an 800 by Donahue.
This team crusied into an easy sec-
ond. A makeshift 4x400 relay of
Isaacs, Hill, Tony Luciano, and
Ross Burdick took 4th. Finally,
Oakely finished 3rd behind two of
the best Steeplers in New Enlgand
with a school record time of 9:29.5.
The next meet is the Division
Ill's on Saturday, featuring a field
of qualifiers from all over New
England. Those that qualified on
the team will be led by Obi in the
200 meters. He and his teammates
will also run in the 100 and 400
meter relays. Individuals include
• Stauffer in the discus, Hill in- the
high hurdles, Oakley in the stee-
plechase, and Donahue in the 1500.
The women did manage well at
W.P.I., although the team was un-
able to set results of the meet by
this printing.
The 4x800 team of senior cap-
tain Wendy Pillsbury, junior Mer-
edith Lynch, sophomore Shana
Pyun, and senior Alex Steinert
won easily. The 4x200 relay team
took second, setting a school re-
cord 1:50.2 seconds. The 4x100 re-
lay team, which took 3rd, was run
by sophomores Alex Michos and
Lucia Dow, and freshmen Pat Taf-
furi and Kay McGowan. Michos
and Dow ran the 100 meter legs in
the sprint medley relay with Mc-
Gowan running a 28.1 second 200
leg, and Taffuri running a blister-
ing 57.6 seconds in the 400 on the
cold day.
Pillsbury took 3rd in the long
jump, and freshman Sue Kinz
threw for 5th in the javelin. Michos
remained a force in the high hur-
dles, taking a second behind the
hurdler that edged her in the NES-
CAC's.
In the ECAC's at Fitchburg
State this weekend, the Lady
Bants will be represented by the
4x100, 4x400 and 4x800 relay
teams, McGowan in the 100 and
200 meters, and Michos in the 100
meter hurdles. Two runners have
a chance at the nationals: Taffuri
in the in the 400 meters, and Stei-
nert in the 1500.
in the NIAC Championship to Bowdoin, 15-14.
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Softball Is Beaten
by Gina Letellier
Senior Staff Writer
The Trinity women's softball
team travelled to Bowdoin College
(Maine) this past weekend to com-
pete in the NIAC (Northeastern
Intercollegiate Athletic Confer-
ence) championships. Despite play-
ing what could honestly be called
its best game of the season, Trin-
ity fell to top-seeded Bowdoin 4-1.
Bowdoin, capitalizing on some
untimely Trinity errors, scored
three unearned runs in its half of
the first inning. That later proved
to be all the Polar Bears would
need for the win.
After that shaky first inning,
Trinity returned to playing the
type of softball that got it into the
playoffs. Shortstop Lisa Lake ('88)
and first baseman/co-Captain
Sheila Andruss ('86) anchored the
defense to keep the Bantams in •
the game. Once again, the pitching
of freshman standout Leanne
LeBrun kept the opposing team off
balance, as she held the Polar
Bears to eight hits.
Offensively, the hits did not start
to fall for the Bantams until the
later innings of the game. The
Bowdoin shortstop robbed at least
. four Bantams of hits over the first
four innings. In the sixth inning,
Trinity loaded the bases with none
out. Lisa Lake ('88) then scored
from third on a well-hit fielder's
choice by co-Captain Karen Car-
ney '86. That's all the Bantams
would get though, as the next two
Trinity batters hit solid shots right
at Bowdoin players. The Bantams
finished with seven hits, most com-
ing in the second half of the game.
This was the first time in its
three-year history that the team
was chosen to compete in the
NIAC tournament. Next year looks
to be an even better year, as Trin-
ity will lose only three of its play-
ers to graduation and transferral,
and players away this semester will
return. As Head Coach Don Miller
put it, "We'll be something next
year when we get that [pitching]
machine."
Trinity closed out its season with
a home loss to the Smith Unicorns
to finish off its season with an im-
pressive 7-5 record, its first win-
ning season. The team was led
offensively by Leann LeBrun, Lisa
Lake and Karen Carney. Defen-
sively, the team was anchored by
shortstop Lake, first baseman An-
druss, third baseman Alyce Robin-
son, and the battery of Leanne
LeBrun and Karen Carney.
Obi Paces Track
by Steve Balon
Senior Staff Writer
The men's and women's track
teams competed in the W.P.I, re-
lays this past Saturday,
The men placed 4th last Sunday
at Yale in the Conn. Intercolle-
giate meets. Several strong Divi-
sion I and II schools were there,
providing the Div. Ill Bants with
fine competition. Pemi Obi was
Trinity's only winner, in the 400
meters. The top five in each event
got medals, and the team sported
four medal winners. Besides Obi
were senior co-Captain Paul Staf-
fer and Brian Oakley. Oakley took
5th in the 3000 meter steeplechase
with a time of 9:40.1, a school re-
cord. Also, sophmore Matt Dona-
hue, who continues to be
devastating in the 1500 meters,
came in 5th against very strong
Division I and II competition. His
time of 4:01.15 was a personal best
and qualified him for the Division
III New Eng-land meet on May 11.
continued on page 10
Leanne LeBrun races home for women s softball.
Tim Robinson scores against Wesieyan as Jay Williamson celebrates.
The College view Cafe Sports Scoreboard
R E S U L T S :
Men's Lacrosse — 6, Williams — 5.
Men's Lacrosse — 17, Wesffield St. — 6.
Softball — 1, Bowdoin — 4.
Baseball — 6, Bates — 17.
Baseball — 13, Colby — 7.
Baseball — 8, Colby — 7.
THIS WEEK:
T O D A Y
Baseball — Amherst Home 3-.oo p.m.
Tennis — Conn. College Home 3:OO p.m.
WEDNESDAY
BasebalJ — Eastern Conn. Home 3:OO p.m.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Men's Lacrosse ECAC's.
Crew at Dad Vail Regatta, Philadelphia.
College View Athlete
Of The Week
The College View Athlete of the Week
award goes to the membera of the Trinity
men's lightweight varsity eight crew". Cox
Betsy Wray, stroke Erie Beatty, and rowers
Jay Blum, Mike Rorick, Jay Manson, Eric
Rosow, Jim Loughlin, Charlie Wilmerding,
and .Andrew Emery rowed to an unbeaten
regular season this year.
TONIGHT IS
$3 PITCHER
NIGHT AT
THE "VIEW"
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PORTS
Baseball Sweeps By
Colby As HR's Fly
by Marc Esterman
Sports Editor
The Trinity baseball team's re-
mote chances of making the EC AC
Tournament were eradicated last
week as Trinity lost games to
Clark, Wesleyan, and Bates, drop-
ping their record to 8-12 overall,
7-7 up north.
Trinity did bounce back on Sat-
urday to sweep a doubleheader
with Colby as the Bantams ripped
five homers.
After Trinity lost a home game
to Clark, 10-5, the Bantams hosted
Wesleyan on April 29th, a make-
up of a game that was postponed
earlier in the season. When it was
over, the Bantams wished that it
too had been rained out as the Car-
dinals pasted the Bantams, 11-4,
behind the hitting of senior co-
Captain Joe Grasso.
Freshman Dave Federman (5-2),
fresh off a well-pitched 6-3 win
over Nichols in his last outing,
started for Trinity but didn't have
his usual zip on his fastball and
consequently gave up five earned
runs in four innings, leaving the
game with Wesleyan up 8-4.
The Cai'dinals jumped on Fed-
erman in the first, scoring four on
three hits. After a walk, infield hit
and error loaded the bases, Tom
Giulotti lined a two-run double to
left. Grasso followed with a two-
run single to complete the scoring.
Federman got out of further dam-
age when shortstop John Barton
executed a 6-6-3 double play off
the bat of Mike Marciello.
Grasso delivered, the timely hit
for Wesleyan in the third, lacing a
two-run double to left that just
slipped under the outstretched
glove of left fielder Murphy
VanderVelde, giving the visitors a
commanding 6-0 lead.
But the Bantams finally found a
chink in Tony Stephanson's ar-
mour in the third, scoring four off
of the freshman hurler.
VanderVelde, who has been
pasting the ball lately, cleared the
bases with a triple and then took
home when the centerfielder
botched the throw back to the in-
field, making it 6-4.
VanderVelde had seen a lot of
pitches away during his first at bat
and so the outfielder stepped up
on the plate to compensate and the
strategy proved effective.
VanderVelde, who led the team in
batting average (.373) and RBI's
(20) going into the game, was able
to meet the fastball with the fat of
his bat and drive it into the leftcen-
ter field gap, plating three.
Wesleyan pulled away once more
in the fourth as shortstop Mark Hill
launched a sac fly to right and een-
terfielder Jim Maynard delivered
an RBI double, extending the
Cards' lead to 8-4.
In the bottom of the fourth, the
Bantams and Cardinals, tradi-
tional rivals in every sport, became
embroiled in some extracurricular
activity.
John Montgomery, running from
first to second on Matt Miller's in-
field grounder, took out shortstop
Hill, making the pivot at second,
with a legal slide. Montgomery,
well within the baseline, slid into
Hill, who leaped to avoid him,
threw to first to turn the D.P., and
then landed off balance, twisting
his knee. Hill and Wesleyan coach
Peter Kostacopoulos argued that
Montgomery had inflicted a cheap
take-out slide in an effort to injur
the Card shortstop. When the
shouting had subsided, Hill was
back at short, Kostacopoulos had
returned the bench and Bill Mar-
kowitz was at the plate.
You didn't have to be the Amaz-
ing Kreskin to realize that some
sort of retaliatory brushback pitch
would be forthcoming. Unfortu-
nately, the umps did not issue a
warning to both benches immedi-
ately after the scuffle at second
base and so Markowitz was essen-
tially a sitting duck.
"I was expecting to get it," con-
fessed Markowitz.
And get it he did, a fastball right
on the left leg. Markowitz, not
even flinching, took first and the
umps issued the warning that the
next incident would meet with
ejection from the game. Conse-
quently, Trinity pitcher Ed Butler,
who relieved Federman in the
fifth, had no chance to deliver his
own payback pitch.
To make matters worse for Trin-
ity, the Cards scored another run
in the fifth off Butler as Marciello
lined an RBI single qver the head
of second baseman Frank Bonomo
to make it 9-4. The Cardinals added
two more runs in the eighth to
make for the 11-4 final.
The Bantams took a long road
trip up to Waterville, Maine to take
on Bates College on Friday but
wished they'd stayed home as
Bates blasted Trinity, 17-6.
Freshman lefty Dave Port
started and lasted into the second,
leaving after yielding nine runs.
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Jay Gangi makes the stretch at first against Wesleyan. photo by Mark Bridges
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Ed Butier*.here-, andiDave Federman are the only Bant.pitchers to have won games for Trinity
Rookie Paul Stanton hurled six in-
nings and gave up five runs before
co-Captain John Barton, the
everyday shortstop, mopped up in
the eighth, allowing three more.
In fairness to the Bant pitchers,
none were helped out by Trinity's
fielders; gusty winds played havoc
with the ball all day and the visit-
ing Bantams were hurt the most
by the weather conditions.
Trinity scratched across token
runs, as Jay Williamson, Miller,
Montgomery, and Jay Gangi paced
the attack, what there was of it.
The Bantams took their road act
to Colby on Saturday and swept a
doubledip as Federman and Ed
Butler picked up the wins, both
going the distance. After a 13-7
win in the opener, Trinity won the
nightcap 8-7. The Bantams led 8-3
going into the last inning, when
Colby made a late comeback.
VanderVelde hit two homers and
Jay Williamson, Gangi, and Bar-
ton popped one each on the day.
The sweep upped Trinity's re-
cord to 10-12, the school's first 10-
win season since 1983, testament
to the hard work of the team's
younger players (like pitcher Fed-
erman and third baseman Miller),
and the clutch hitting of
VanderVelde. With those players
returning next year along with
Butler, catcher Williamson, and
relievers Port and Paul Stanton,
Trinity should be able to continue
to improve the baseball program
and reach .500.
Bant Crew Update
by Ned Watts
Senior Staff Writer
The crew team will travel to Philadelphia for the national Dad Vail Regatta this weekend.
photo by Tara Tracey
Lake Waramaug was not a place
from the point of heat to row on
Saturday. The strong north wind
stirred up some good sized swells
and caused one long delay. Still,
the Trinity crews braved the wind
and boors from Ithaca, Williams,
Union, and Marist Colleges and
brought home a lot of shirts.
Al the varsity crews won. The
varsity lights completed an unde-
feated regular season by beatiiig a
fast crew from Williams by a little
over a length. This crew has to be
one of the favorites g'oing into this
week's Dad Vails- no boat has even
managed to stay in contact with
them over 2000 meters. Last week,
they beat a "best of" Connecticut
College boat down at Middletown.
The varsity heavys overcame last
week's loss to Wesleyan and won
this week after a lengthy wind de-
lay. This boat has only lost once all
season and seniors Eric Strotbeck,
Tyler Clemenes, and Will Thomas
have a good shot at finishing their
college careers next week with
medals around their necks.
Like the varsity heavyweights,
the first women's boat had to wait
through a delay and overcome the
burden of losing last week. They
too, finished on top against Ithaca
and Williams.
Another boat that stands a good
chance of meddling next week is
the junior varsity heavyweight,
stroked by Brad Babbitt. Last
week they outstroked a quick Wes-
leyan crew. . • • ' ' •
In other races, the men's fresh-
man lightweight eight is peaking
at the right time, and will take a
two race winning streak into the
Dad Vails. Saturday they held off
a hard-charging Williams eight.
The women's junior varsity eight
continued on page 10
